
 

What does the customer really need? 

You develop a product/information system and you think that you need to improve the 

quality so that more people will buy your product or use your information system. Then 

you improve the quality and you get good results. This encourages you to do more 

quality improvement and then you get better results. 

However, sometimes, you improve the quality you get nothing. This is very unusual but 

I think that it happens because you have already reached exceeded the customer 

expectations regarding quality. So, your quality improvement will not make the 

customer more willing to buy your product or use your information system. 

Sometimes, you get negative feedback from some potential customers/users. You try to 

satisfy those customers so that they will change their mind and buy your product. 

However, you may find that they do not react to your improvement regarding their 

comments. This is a very critical issue. It seems that some potential customers will not 

buy your product/information system no matter what you do regarding quality. They 

have other reasons to not use your product. Actually, they didn’t tell you the real 

reasons and told you some imaginary reasons. Why? Simply they don’t want to tell you 

the real reasons. 

When you develop a product, you make studies and consult the potential customer. 

Later, you check the negative feedback and try to make changes to cover those 

comments. However, you should go back first and think if those changes are aligned 

with your product positioning. You should think whether those changes will have 

negative effect on other customers. 

Improving quality is generally required but you should think deeply whether the 

customer needs quality improvement or other things. When you get negative feedback, 

you should think whether this feedback is real. You should know if those customers may 

really buy your product or they have some hidden reasons to ignore your product. 

When you try to improve your product, you should not forget the main concept of the 

product and the main target customer needs. You should not lose focus. It is about who 

is our REAL potential customer and what do they REALLY need.  


